
Socials Rubric  
Project #2 
Please choose two of the following projects to complete. Projects are due February 6th, 2017  
 

1. Create a window pane describing why/how the First Nations were vital to the survival of the 
first European Settlers. (split the page into 6-10 boxes of information)  

a. Name included on the bottom right hand corner on the front page  
b. At least the size of a 11x8 sized of paper or larger 
c. Must include 6-10 squares  
d. Each square must include both a picture and words 

2. Create a comic strip about early contact between the First Nations and Europeans. (split the 
page into 6-10 boxes of information) 

a. At least the size of 11x8 sized paper or larger 
b. Should have at least 6-10 cells 
c. Must have a meaningful dialogue – using conversations from the handout and were 

included in Cartier’s/Champlain’s journals  
d. Must include color  

3. Create a crossword puzzle describing the explorers 
a. At least 20 important words or phrases must be included 
b. Develop appropriate clues 
c. Include the puzzle and the answer key 

 
The following three options can be worked on at home, using the internet for extra resources/ideas 
for the board game and pictures for the presentation.  
 

4. Create a board game about (A) travelling across sea as a European Settler (B) starting a 
settlement in New France as a European settler 

a. At least 4 game pieces related to the theme 
b. At least 25 colored and thematic squares (some say go back a step or forward, etc.) 
c. At least 20 questions/activity cards 
d. Includes a title 
e. Includes a complete set of rules 
f. Larger size than a 11x7 piece of paper (poster board is okay) 

5. Write a story about what would have happened if the First Nations people had driven out the 
European newcomers.  

a. Must be neatly written or typed 
b. Must have all the elements of a well-written story: setting (where does it take place?) 

characters (who are your characters in your story- tell me about them) problem (what 
problems are they facing?) events (what is happening in your story?) And solution 
(what will happen in the end? happy ending?) 

c. Must be at least 2 pages double spaced. No more than 5 pages.  
6. Create a computer presentation comparing Jacques Cartier and Samuel de Champlain. Who 

was worse for the well-being and future of the First Nations people?  
a. At least 10 informational slides 
b. Title with student’s name 
c. No more than 15 words per page 
d. Slides must have colour and at least 1 graphic per page 
e. Animation is optional  


